
 

 

A new range of products I would love you to know about 

I recently discovered a new range of skinny recipe kits created by a fellow local 

Suffolk business and I have to say I was really excited to contact Ian, the owner of 

the business and see if I could start selling them in my classes and be able to offer 

them to my online members, and also just to generally promote them to the 

general public, to help support a new business. 

What is it I like so much about the products?  

 They have been created for anyone who watches their weight, likes to eat 

healthily or is on some kind of diet plan. 

 If you follow the shopping list and recipe card that 

comes in the kit, they are all gluten free – as someone 

who is gluten intolerant I think that it is great that they 

have done this. 

 No more trawling the internet to (often unsuccessfully) 

find a “healthy” takeaway style meal that leaves you 

feeling it was worth the effort after eating it! 

  With the “Easy Peasy Cooking” range, you get all the 

taste of a chef produced authentic takeaway meal but 

with a lot less calories and a fraction of the cost. 

 They encourage people to cook healthy meals from 

scratch, but that having all the spices already ground 

for you (which have been developed by a respected Suffolk 

chef) means you can save on time, without compromising on 

taste! 

 

I have put together some information under the “get fit” tab on my website that 

tells you about the products in more details. You’ll also find a link to the skinny 

recipe kits website, plus if you use my discount code you can use to get free 

delivery if you spend over £2.99, so take a look and give them a try! 

http://josfit4all.co.uk/skinny-recipe-kits/ 
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